TECHNICAL GUIDE
THE ABSOLUTE BLONDE EXPERT *
*by EUGENE PERMA
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PEARL BLONDE

Global lightening, toned with pearly undertones.

CHARCOAL BLONDE

Overall, nuanced lightening of 3 different shades of gray.

FRENCH BALAYAGE

This French Blonde is a non-wrapped highlighting effect
that makes it possible to partially lighten the hair while
preserving the natural shade at the roots and along
the lengths.

THE ABSOLUTE BLONDE EXPERT,
THE PROFESSIONAL AND HIGH-PERFORMANCE LIGHTENING RANGE
TO REALIZE THE MOST BEAUTIFUL BLONDING TECHNIQUES.
WITH SOLARIS, BECOME THE MASTER OF HAIR LIGHTENING.
For more than 30 years, SOLARIS has made it possible to control
the level of lightening and the quality of hair through the mastery of all
techniques and by developing your creativity.
To offer every woman a unique look, SOLARIS
is the essential ally of color stylists and hairdressers in
lightening and personalizing any blonde shade.

THE KEY TO SUCCESS
The excellence of SOLARIS products

+

Your expertise as a color stylist

SOLARIS, YOUR PARTNER IN SUCCESS.
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With SOLARIS, you may obtain any degree of lightening, from 2 to 9 levels, with a
maximum respect for the hair shaft and in a fully controlled way, to provide your
clients with a creative, personalized service.

STEP 1: LIGHTENING

Powerful
multi-technique
powder

Multi-technique
powder

Unwrapped
lightening
powder
for freehand
techniques:
«Hair painting»

Full head
bleaching

The perfect
unison of
lightening on
natural roots and
colored ends

Subtle lightening
and «American
shampoo»
services

Neutralizes and
stops the
lightening
process

Removes
peroxide colors

The progressive
lightening
ritual at home /
Lighten up to
2 levels

STEP 2: PERSONALIZATION
4 TONERS
1 neutral and 3 shades that neutralize yellow and personalize
any blonde shade after a SOLARIS service.

TONER 12 PEARLY
For cold, polar blond shades.

TONER 02 MOTHER OF PEARL
For soft, neutral, slightly iridescent blonde shades.

TONER 23 NUDE
For ultra-natural beige blond shades.

TONER 00 CRISTAL CLEAR
To lighten the undertones of toners.
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THE VARIOUS DEGREES
OF LIGHTENING BASES

THE VARIOUS DEGREES OF LIGHTENING:
UNDERSTANDING AND EXPLAINING THEM TO YOUR CLIENT
Degree of lightening LIGHT | TO YOU: a lightening of 1-2 levels
TO YOUR CLIENT: a slightly sunkissed look, just back from vacation, an illuminated effect

Degree of lightening MEDIUM | TO YOU: a lightening of 3-4 levels
TO YOUR CLIENT: a pronounced sunkissed look, providing soft contrasts, depth, texture

Degree of lightening INTENSE | TO YOU: a lightening of 4-9 levels
TO YOUR CLIENT: very marked, intense light effects

LIGHTENING BASE: THE BASE
NATURAL BASE:

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

black

brown

dark
brown

brown

light
brown

dark
blonde

blonde

light
blonde

very light
blonde

platinum

brownish
red

reddish
reddish
orange		 orangish
brown		 orange
yellow
		

yellowish
orange

yellow		 pale
yellow

very pale
yellow

coffee,
wenge,
brownie

light amber,
hazelnut,
gold,
copper

honey,
wheat,
golden

white
blonde,
platinum

X

COLOR RESULTS* TO THE CLIENT:

X
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coffee,
wenge,
brownie

coffee,
wenge,
brownie

maple,
chestnut,
gingerbread

amber,
caramel,
cinnamon

wheat,
Swedish
blonde,
baby
blonde

* Raw result without neutralization

LIGHTENING BASE:
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THE 7 GOLDEN RULES
OF LIGHTENING

1

2

DIAGNOSTIC

It is important to evaluate:
∙ The ethnic origin of the hair, to assess how
easy the lightening process will be.
∙ The hair condition (natural, color-treated,
brittle, etc.) to maintain its quality as much
as possible.
∙ The desired degree of lightening (possible
or impossible, in a single application, over
several applications, etc.)
∙ The effect created by the technique.

THE EXPECTATIONS AND THE
RESULT

Establish a dialogue with the client to
understand her expectations and propose
the technique that is best adapted to her
desires.

3

* Raw result without neutralization

4
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THE CHOICE OF PRODUCTS

The choice of the product and the OXYCREM
is based on the hair diagnostic and the
technique used. Poorly-dosed peroxide can
uselessly damage the hair.

THE APPLICATION TECHNIQUE
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APPLYING THE PRODUCT: THE
ART OF APPLICATION

Not using a sufficient amount of the product
can reduce its lightening power. The quantity
of the product to be applied depends on the
selected technique: a light, imprecise stroke
can reduce the lightening effect, since less
product will be applied; while a sustained,
well-coated application will accentuate the
lightening effect, since more product will be
applied.
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THE PROCESSING TIME
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FINALIZING THE SOLARIS
SERVICE

Monitor the hair during the processing time.
It may vary from one person to another, and
the room temperature plays a role in the
product effectiveness. It is best to leave the
hair uncovered. Also consider the time that
you’ll need to perform the technique.

Rinse thoroughly and finish with a
SOLARIS NEUTRALIZING MILK to eliminate
any alkaline residue that might remain and
damage the hair in the long term.

Determine the application technique
according to the client’s desires. Also
consider the time you’ll need to perform the
technique to perhaps work with a weaker
OXYCREM in the beginning and more
intense toward the end of the application.
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COLOR STYLIST & ARTIST
HOW TO MASTER «HAIR PAINTING»?

THE ART OF
APPLICATION

Like a PAINTER before a canvas, the color stylist applies the
brush to the hair.
The excellence of the result depends on the precision of the
application. As your skills develop, you will gain dexterity and
accuracy to attain the perfection that will bring you acclaim as
a hairdresser and develop your turnover.
A successful hair painting technique perfectly blends
with the base without leaving any demarcation, thanks to
skillful application that creates the blurred effect (freehand
application with well-blended departure points).

THE SECRET
OF HAIR
PAINTING
PROGRESSIVE APPLICATION OF THE LIGHTENING PRODUCT
∙ Sweep over the surface of the hair to apply a quantity of the product
that will become progressively more intense toward the ends.
∙ Blend the product at the departure points to blur it and avoid blotches
or stains.
THE ADAPTABILITY OF THE APPLICATION MAKES IT POSSIBLE TO
PLAY ON THE INTENSITY AND CONTRASTS OF THE BLONDE SHADE
∙ A light stroke applies the product to the surface of the hair for a soft
result.
∙ A sustained stroke applies the product to the depths and thickness of
the hair for a more intense result.
THE VARIATION OF THE RESULT DEPENDS ON THREE FACTORS
∙ The amount of highlights.
∙ The thickness and width of the highlights.
∙ The power of the product.
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THE SIGNATURE SERVICE
STEP BY STEP
1

2
∙ Part the hair into sections as shown on
diagram. ∙ Perform a balayage on each
section with a POUDR6 mixture: Begin
applying the POUDR6 mixture in a V-shape
and to the surface from the roots to the midlengths.

4

3
∙ Intensify the lightening to the rest of the

∙ Continue using this technique, moving

lengths and ends: using the paddle, press
the product into the hair to penetrate the
section.

upward to the vertex.

5
∙ Isolate

the hairline and separate the
1st section as shown on diagram.
∙ Apply as before.
∙ Continue on the same side, taking care to
draw each section back after application,
and then continue the same way on the
other side.
∙ Protect the top of the head with plastic
film.

THE KEY TO SUCCESS
• Prepare 2 mixtures (front zone and back zone)
• Apply the product to clearly separated sections
•O
 btain the same mixture consistency on the
2 mixtures, from start to finish
•B
 lend the departure points and work in a
V-shape
• Apply thickly to penetrate the roots

6
∙ On

the previously isolated hairline
sections, apply the mixture using the same
technique, drawing the section back and to
the diagonal (crosswise).

∙ Leave the product in to reach the desired
effect, then rinse and apply SOLARIS
NEUTRALIZING MILK.

PRO TIP
For a natural effect with no
demarcation, accentuate the
blurring effect by rubbing the
entire surface of all the sections
with your gloved fingertip.
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THE LOOKS

& TECHNIQUES

LOOKS & TECHNIQUES

BEFORE

PEARL
BLOND
PRODUCTS
60ml / 2.03 fl.oz PAT7 + 120ml / 4.06 fl.oz
OXYCREM 20 vol
60ml / 2.03 fl.oz T12 + 120ml / 4.06 fl.oz
OXYCREM 5 vol

HAIRDRESSER ADVANTAGES
— Help protect the hair shaft with a paste rich in
castor oil and beeswax to ensure the quality of
the hair and comfort of the scalp.
— A pearly toner that personalizes the look and
coordinates with cool skin tones.

CLIENT ADVANTAGES
Dare to assert your personality through a color
that will coordinate harmoniously with a cool skin
tone.

Step by step video:
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1

PEARL BLONDE

STEP BY STEP
1ST LIGHTENING
WITH PAT7 TO 20 VOL
LIGHTENING BASE 9/10
Begin applying to the ends, keeping 2/3 cm
from the scalp.
Begin at the nape of the neck, moving
upward (see diagram 1) and then on to the
top of the head (2) to finish at the hairline.
Apply PASTE 7 to 20 vol again, beginning
with the roots.
Then apply to the ends and leave in for up
to one hour.
Rinse and use SOLARIS NEUTRALIZING
MILK.

2

PERSONALIZING THE
LIGHTENED BASE
Then, to the roots, apply the T12 SOLARIS
shade mixed with OXYCREM 5 vol.
Leave in for 5 to 10 min, monitoring the hair,
and lather the ends for 2 to 3 min before
rinsing.

PRO TIP

To the ends of the shortest sections (bottom of nape and around ears),
apply the mixture using a detangling comb, placing some product on the comb.

PRO TIP

Before applying the Toner, apply a mask to the ends without rinsing to keep them
from absorbing too much color.

Note: Cristal is transitioning her hair, therefore she has 2 different hair textures.
Transition to natural hair: to return to a natural hair texture from a chemically straightened hair.
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LOOKS & TECHNIQUES

BEFORE

CHARCOAL
BLOND
PRODUCTS
POUDR9 + OXYCREM 10 and 20 vol.
CARMEN + 10 vol
+ EQUIVITAL post-color conditioner

HAIRDRESSER ADVANTAGES
— This technique makes it possible to reach a
gradated gray effect.
— Enables extreme transformations while offering
optimal respect for the hair shaft.

CLIENT ADVANTAGES
— For a unique look.
— The dark roots make it possible for the color to
evolve harmoniously with the natural growth.
— A change of look without constraint.

Step by step video:
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CHARCOAL BLONDE

STEP BY STEP
1ST LIGHTENING:
BEGINNING THE LIGHTENING PROCESS
LIGHTENING BASE 6/7
Using the powerful 9-level bleaching powder in
a 1+2 mixture with 20 vol developer
1 ∙ Slightly moisten the hair to foster the
distribution and penetration of the product.
2 ∙ Zones 1 to 16 (see diagram): Use a brush to
apply the product to the bottom half of the
lengths and ends, keeping 3 cm (1 in) from the
scalp, then massage and apply more product
if necessary. Cover with a second sheet of
aluminum. Continue in the same way.
3 ∙ Leave in for 50 min, then rinse and dry.

PRO TIP

Blend the departure points for a blurred effect: this will prevent the product from
leaving a clear line along the roots and foster more uniform bleaching.

Note: Do not use neutralizing milk at this point

2

2ND LIGHTENING:
INTENSIFYING THE LIGHTENING PROCESS

3

NEUTRALIZING THE
BLEACHED BASE

LIGHTENING BASE 9

«MILKSHAKE»

Using 9-level POWDER in a 1+2 mixture to 20 vol
on the ends and 10 vol on the roots.

(1 dose of CARMEN + 1 dose of 10 vol +
1 dose of EQUIVITAL post-coloration
treatment).

1 ∙ Zones 16 to 1 (see diagram). Apply the
product to the bottom half of the lengths and
ends, then massage.
2 ∙ Then apply to the roots in the same order as
to the lengths.
3 ∙ Leave in, rinse, and use SOL ARIS
NEUTRALIZING MILK.

To the roots: in a «milkshake» with
CARMEN 9.02
To the lengths: in a «milkshake» with
CARMEN 10.02. Leave in for 5 to 20 min,
then rinse and towel-dry.

4

TONER
«MILKSHAKE»
((1 dose of CARMEN + 1 dose of 10 vol +
1 dose of EQUIVITAL post-coloration
treatment).
To the roots: 60 g of CARMEN 9.21 + 10g
of CARMEN 5.12 + 3g of CARMEN 1,
To the lengths: CARMEN 10.01 + touch
of CARMEN 5.12
Leave in for 20 min, rinse and wash with
a small amount of EQUIVITAL post-color
shampoo.
Note: Blend the point of contact
between the 2 shades using the
fingertips

PRO TIP Begin the application on the lengths, keeping 2 cm (2/3 in) from the scalp: slightly less than for the 1 lightening. Part each section in
st

2 lengthwise to perform the application on finer sections, optimizing the product penetration and the lightening effect...
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LOOKS & TECHNIQUES

BEFORE

FRENCH
BALAYAGE
PRODUCTS
POUDR6 + OXYCREM 10, 20, 30 OR 40 VOL
T23 SOLARIS + OXYCREM 5 vol

HAIRDRESSER ADVANTAGES
— A sublime effect on blond hair !
— Quick technique

CLIENT ADVANTAGES
— Brings softness and light to the hair color
— A technique that evolves well with time

Step by step video:
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1

BALAYAGE

2

Elaborate the application by hand: stroke the departure points to blur them 5 cm / 2
in from the scalp, then load the ends with more product.
Cover with cellophane, folding the edges over.
Leave in until the hair reaches a lightened base between 8 (yellow) and 9 (very light
yellow).

4

FRENCH BALAYAGE

STEP BY STEP
PRO TIP

• Backcombing the roots improves
the blended effect at the departure
points.
• Blot any excess product at the departure points with a terrycloth towel.

Work on medium-sized sections of an approximate thickness of 2 to 3 cm (2/3 to
1 in) in order to preserve the natural base (see diagram). Begin at the nape of the
neck, then move on to the sides and finish with the top of the head.

3

Rinse and use SOLARIS
NEUTRALIZING MILK.

TONING THE BALAYAGE
Apply a mixture of T23 SOLARIS and OXYCREM 5 vol to the full head of hair,
Leave in for 20 min, rinse and wash with EQUIVITAL post-color shampoo.
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DISCOVER

THE PRODUCTS FROM THE RANGE AND SECRETS OF THEIR USE
STEP 1: LIGHTENING
FULL HEAD LIGHTENING AND HIGHLIGHTING TECHNIQUES
POWDER 9

POWDER 7

TECHNIQUES
Powerful multi-technique
powder.
MIXTURE
1+1.5 to 1+2 OXYCREM
(5,10, 20, 30 vol, or 40 vol,
only on lengths).
BENEFITS
Enriched with
conditioning and
softening agents.
Non-volatile. The texture
adheres to wraps and hair.

TECHNIQUES
Multi-technique powder.
MIXTURE
1+1.5 to 1+2 OXYCREM
(5,10, 20, 30 or 40 vol.)
BENEFITS
Conditions and softens hair.
Non-volatile. The texture
adheres to wraps and hair.

LIGHTENING UP TO 9 TONES

+ TIPS
If the preparation thickens
after 2 to 3 min: add
OXYCREM to adjust the
texture.

PASTE 7

OIL 4

TECHNIQUES
Bleaching paste for full-head techniques.
May also be used for «balayage» and highlighting
techniques.
MIXTURE
1+1 to 1+2 OXYCREM (5,10, 20, 30 vol (or 40 vol, only
on the lengths).
BENEFITS
Enriched in castor oil, fatty acids and beeswax with
softening, moisturizing properties.

TECHNIQUES
Multi-technique lightening oil for natural hair
only. Swedish blond effect with 40 to 60% gray
hair. May be used before an oxidative color, a
demi-permanent color, or directly to lighten a
natural base.
MIXTURE
1 + 2 OXYCREM (5,10,20,30 vol.)
BENEFITS
Gel texture: pleasant application.

LIGHTENING UP TO 7 TONES

+ TIPS
The mixtures: 1+1: the strongest mixture, ideal for
thick, strong, dark hair. Not recommended for
sensitive scalps.
1+1.5 to 1+2: for most cases. 1+3: ideal for light bases.
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LIGHTENING UP TO 7 TONES

ACC E L E R AT E D L I G H T E N I N G
POWER IN 50mn

LIGHTENING UP TO 4 TONES

+ TIPS
For use in an «American shampoo» service:
for a very subtle lightening of natural hair.
Reduces the contrast with the natural base on
highlighted hair.

LIGHTENING AND HIGHLIGHTING TECHNIQUES

POWDER 6

CREAM 5

TECHNIQUES
Powder for unwrapped highlighting techniques.
MIXTURE
1+1.5 to 1+2 OXYCREM (5,10, 20, 30 or 40 vol.)
BENEFITS
Texture perfect for hair painting or free-hand balayages.
Creamy, homogeneous mixture. Non-volatile. A
controlled result: stops the lightening action once the
product has dried.

TECHNIQUES
For use with P7 depending on the desired level
of lightening. The result is more intense on
wrapped sections.
MIXTURE
1/4 tube (15ml) + 20g P7 + 15g OXYCREM (5,10,
20, 30 or 40 vol.)
BENEFITS
The perfect unison of lightening on natural roots
and colored ends. Creamy texture when mixed
with P7 and OXYCREM.

LIGHTENING UP TO 6 LEVELS

+ TIPS
To maintain an optimal lightening power, prepare new
mixtures throughout application. Cover with a plastic
film to keep the product from drying and prolong its
lightening action.

LIGHTENING UP TO 5 LEVELS

+ TIPS
The result is more subtle on unwrapped
sections.

COMPLEMENTARY TOOLS

COLOR REMOVER

NEUTRALIZING MILK

WITH FLEXIBLE STRENGTH: LIGHT TO INTENSE

TECHNIQUES
To neutralize and stop the action of lightening
products. May be used as a shampoo after a
lightening service.
BENEFITS
Acid pH: neutralization of alkaline residue.
With nourishing, regenerating bamboo
extract. Regulates hair porosity and fosters the
uniformity of a new color.
Soft, easy-to-style hair.
Stops the lightening process after each
technique.

TO REMOVE PEROXIDE COLOR

TECHNIQUES
Total or partial removal of artificial pigments. Change of
undertones or level of base. Elimination of excess color.
MIXTURE
With water or OXYCREM 5,10, 20 or 30 vol (see details
on the product information leaflet or package)
BENEFITS
Hair is ready for a new peroxide color with a luminous,
uniform result.

+ TIPS

POST LIGHTENING

For use as the first phase of an intense stripping process
of more than 5 tones.
Mix with water to restore shine and radiance to excessively bleached (overprocessed) hair.
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AT-HOME LIGHTENING RITUAL

1 THE SHAMPOO

2 NO-RINSE GEL

Light & shine

Coats easily and precisely

3 NO-RINSE SPRAY
Light & quick

THE RESULT

THE RESULT

THE RESULT

Progressive lightening*;
Light, natural sunkissed effect;
Shiny, supple hair.

Visible from first application.
Lightens: up to
2 tones in 5 applications.
Personalized sun-kissed effect.

Visible from first application.
Lightens: up to
2 tones in 5 applications.

APPLICATION

Quick and no-rinse.
2 types of application are
possible:
Overall nuancing or global
highlighting.

APPLICATION
Apply, lather and rinse.

Quick and no-rinse.
2 types of application are possible:
Tie-dye effect or highlights.

HAIR TREATMENT
Ammonia-free.
Peroxide-free.

HAIR TREATMENT
Ammonia-free. Restores luminosity
to hair.

+ TIPS
Use alternately with your regular
shampoo or as a «blond booster»
ritual.

APPLICATION

HAIR TREATMENT
Ammonia-free. Restores shine
to hair.

+ TIPS

+ TIPS

The gel texture makes local
application possible.

A gentle, quick spray for overall
application.

* when used with the spray or gel

STEP 2: PERSONALIZATION
TONERS TO REMOVE YELLOW UNDERTONES, NEUTRALIZE AND NUANCE A LIGHTENED
BASE AFTER A SOLARIS TECHNIQUE
TONER 12 PEARLY

FOR COLD, POLAR BLONDES
MIXTURE 1+2 with OXYCREM 5 vol.
BENEFITS Ideal to neutralize, correct and/or nuance yellow and lighter bases after lightening. Sublime shine.

TONER 02 MOTHER OF PEARL

FOR NEUTRAL TO SLIGHTLY IRIDESCENT BLONDE SHADES
MIXTURE 1+2 with OXYCREM 5 vol.
BENEFITS Ideal to neutralize, correct and/or nuance yellow and lighter bases after lightening.
Sublime shine.

TONER 23 NUDE
FOR NEUTRAL, SLIGHTLY IRIDESCENT BLONDE SHADES.
FOR AN ULTRA-NATURAL BEIGE RESULT
MIXTURE 1+2 with OXYCREM 5 vol.
BENEFITS Ideal to neutralize, correct and/or nuance yellow and lighter bases after lightening. Sublime shine.

TONER 00 CRISTAL CLEAR

NEUTRAL THINNER TO REDUCE THE UNDERTONES OF TONERS
ON VERY LIGHT OR VERY POROUS BLONDE SHADES
MIXTURE 1+2 with OXYCREM 5 vol.
BENEFITS May be used on its own or mixed with the three toners depending on the desired result. Sublime shine.
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FAQ
POWDER, 6, 7 AND 9

CREAM 5

∙ Can POWDERS 7 and 9 be applied to the entire head?

∙ Is it possible to apply CREAM 5 to the entire head?

YES, with one exception: the 40 vol may not be applied to
the scalp. The 7 and 9 powders are multi-technique powders
and may be used for any highlighting or full-head bleaching
technique.

NO, CREM5 is not formulated for full-head application.

COLOR REMOVER

∙ Can POWDERS 7 and 9 be applied without wrapping?

∙ In case of a dramatic color removal, is it possible to

YES, this is possible, but POUDR6 is more suitable, since it has
a creamy texture that adheres to the hair.

directly use a 30 vol developer?
NO, it is preferable to begin stripping the color gently to
better manage the elimination of the various colors. Color
is removed more easily on the roots than on the ends, so it is
recommended to begin with a weak volume of developer,
then to increase the strength when applying the mixture
to the ends.

∙ Can POWDER 6 be applied to the entire head?
NO, POUDR6 is specially formulated for unwrapped
techniques.

∙ Can POWDER 6 be mixed with a 40 vol developer?
YES.

∙ Is it possible to prepare a mixture combining different

YES.

POWDERS 6, 7, and/or 9?
NO.

∙ Can COLOR REMOVER be used to lighten natural hair?

∙ Can POWDERS 6, 7 and 9 be mixed with hydrogen

∙ Should I apply NEUTRALIZING MILK between two

peroxide?
YES, but we only guarantee the quality and result when
mixed with OXYCREM.

successive applications of COLOR REMOVER or POWDER
7 or 9?
NO.

∙ Is it possible to incorporate bleach powder into a super-

∙ Can I use any shampoo after processing hair with a

lightening preparation?
NO.

SOLARIS product?
NO. After processing hair with any SOLARIS lightening
product, it is recommended that you apply neutralizing milk
to stop the action and neutralize any alkaline residue.

∙ Is it possible to mix CREAM 5 with POWDER 9?
NO.

OIL 4
∙ How do you perform an overall lightening shampoo or
«American» shampoo, and in what cases should you do it?
1 dose of OIL 4 + 2 doses of OXYCREM 10 vol + 3 doses of
EQUIVITAL post-coloration shampoo.
This technical mixture makes it possible to very slightly
lighten natural bases. It may be used in combination with
streaking/highlighting techniques to reduce the contrast
with the natural base and soften the result.

∙ Can I remove color using OIL 4?
NO, this product is for use on natural hair.

∙ Can I use OIL 4 to do «balayage» or highlights?
YES, its soft lightening effect makes it possible to highlight
hair with honey, caramel or copper tones.
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∙ Can COLOR REMOVER be applied to the scalp?

NO.

∙ If I am applying lightening power to some sections and
hair color to other sections, what shampoo should I use?
SOLARIS NEUTRALIZING MILK.
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